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Abstract
In a recent publication Chen & Zadrozny (2001) derive some equations for efficiently computing eA
and ∇ eA, its derivative. They employ an expression due to Bellman (1960), Snider (1964) and Wilcox
(1967) for the differential deA and a method due to Van Loan (1978) to find the derivative ∇ eA. The
present note gives a) a short derivation of ∇ eA by way of the Bellman-Snider-Wilcox result, b) a shorter
derivation without using it. In both approaches there is no need for Van Loan’s method.
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1 Introduction
In a recent publication Chen & Zadrozny (2001) consider the matrix exponential
eA = In + A +
1
2!
A2 + · · · + 1
k!
Ak + · · · .
Their aim is to find ∇ eA which is implicitly defined by
d vec eA =
(
∇ eA
)
d vec A
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or explicitly as
∇ eA = ∂ vec e
A
∂ (vec A)′
.
They introduce a matrix function
K(t) =
∫ t
τ=0
e(t−τ)A
′ ⊗ eτ A dτ
and recall that
d eA =
∫ 1
τ=0
eτ A (d A) e(1−τ)A dτ.
See Bellman (1960, p. 171, (7)), Snider (1960) and Wilcox (1967). It then follows by
vectorization that
d vec eA = K(1) d vec A.
The authors compute K(1) by employing a method due to Van Loan (1978). It turns out
that K(1) is the submatrix in the northeast corner of eC , where
C =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ A
′ ⊗ In In2
0 In ⊗ A
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
The submatrix is denoted by G1(1). In this note we shall use two methods to find ∇ eA:
a) one by way of the Bellman-Snider-Wilcox result, b) another more direct one without
using that earlier result.
2 The derivation through K(1)
Starting from the expression
K(1) =
∫ 1
τ=0
(
e(1−τ)A
′ ⊗ In
) (
In ⊗ eτ A
)
dτ,
which is also to be found in Chen & Zadrozny, we further develop
K(1) =
∫ 1
τ=0
e(1−τ)A
′⊗In eτ In⊗A dτ =
=
∫ 1
τ=0
e(1−τ)A
′⊗In+τ In⊗A dτ =
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=
∫ 1
τ=0
eA
′⊗In+τ(In⊗A−A′⊗In) dτ =
= eA
′⊗In
∫ 1
τ=0
eτ(In⊗A−A
′⊗In) dτ =
= eA
′⊗In
[
In2 +
1
2!
(In ⊗ A − A′ ⊗ In) + · · · + 1(k + 1)! (In ⊗ A − A
′ ⊗ In)k + · · ·
]
=
= In2 +
1
2!
(In ⊗ A + A′ ⊗ In) + · · · + 1(k + 1)! (In ⊗ A + A
′ ⊗ In)(k) + · · ·
where for commuting A and B:
(A + B)(i) =
i−1∑
j=1
Aj Bi− j + Ai + Bi, (A + B)(1) = A + B.
Clearly In ⊗ A and A′ ⊗ In commute. We used Properties 3, 4 and 5 of the Appendix. It
is clear that K(1) = G1(1), given the following computation. Consider
C =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ P I
O Q
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ and eC =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ R S
T U
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Then T = O, R = I +
∞∑
i=1
1
i!
Pi = eP, U = I +
∞∑
i=1
1
i!
Qi = eQ and
S = In2 +
∞∑
i=1
1
(i + 1)!
(P + Q)(i).
Hence G1(1) = In2 +
∞∑
i=1
1
(i + 1)!
(
A′ ⊗ I + I ⊗ A)(i) = K(1). We can also define
C =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ In ⊗ A In20 A′ ⊗ In
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
to get the same G1(1).
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3 A direct derivation of ∇ eA
Still simpler is to proceed as follows. Diﬀerentiation of eA yields
d eA = dA +
1
2!
{(dA)A + AdA} + 1
3!
{
(dA)A2 + A(dA)A + A2dA
}
+ · · ·
and from this by vectorization
d vec eA = d vec A +
1
2!
(In ⊗ A + A′ ⊗ In) d vec A + 13!
{
In ⊗ A2 + A′ ⊗ A + (A′)2 ⊗ I
}
× d vec A + · · · =
=
[
In2 +
1
2!
(In ⊗ A + A′ ⊗ In) + 13! (In ⊗ A + A
′ ⊗ In)(2) + · · ·
]
d vec A =
=
[
In2 +
∞∑
i=1
1
(i + 1)!
(
In ⊗ A + A′ ⊗ In)(i)
]
d vec A.
Hence
∇ eA = ∂ vec e
A
∂ (vec A)′
= In2 +
∞∑
i=1
1
(i + 1)!
(
In ⊗ A + A′ ⊗ I)(i) .
4 Appendix
Some algebraic properties:
1. vec ABC = (C′ ⊗ A) vec B.
2. (A ⊗ B) (C ⊗ D) = AC ⊗ BD.
3. eI⊗A = I ⊗ eA, eA⊗I = eA ⊗ I.
4. eA · eB = eA+B for commuting A and B.
5. eB
[
I +
1
2!
(A − B) + 1
3!
(A − B)2 + · · ·
]
= I +
1
2!
(A + B) +
1
3!
(A + B)(2) + · · ·
where (A + B)(i) =
i−1∑
j=1
Aj Bi− j + Ai + Bi for commuting A and B.
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